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Verdict
We don’t often have tears in our eyes when listen-
ing to music at our office. Now we do. The Grimm 
LS1be is simply stunning. So clean, so endearing, 
so full of….well: emotion. You must be really cold-
hearted if you are not touched by your favorite 
music when played through this speaker system. 
We don’t want to waste too many words on meta-
phors and explanation. Just go and listen to this 
delicate piece of Dutch engineering. When you do, 
make sure to leave all your preconceptions about 
digital, DSP’s and active loudspeakers at home. 
Just like we did. It will take you directly to what 
it’s all about: enjoying the music. More intense 
than ever before.

Introduction
We are in love. Enchanted….Yes, this is one of the 
- if not the - best speakers we have ever man-
aged to lay our hands on. Okay, that’s quite a 
statement. Let us explain. And in the meantime 
convince you that these speakers are not pricey at 

all. Are they expensive? Yes. Can we afford them? 
No. Despite of that, the Grimm LS1be is all but 
costly. Please continue reading.

Not all audiophiles are keen on active loud-
speaker systems. Mainly because there is lit-
tle left to tweak. The amplifier is build in, there 
are no cables to have fun with and the Grimm 
even includes a DAC. That makes the source the 
only thing you can change and where is the joy 
in that? (we can come up with some things, but 
that’s beside the point here). For those who sim-
ply want to enjoy music, active systems however 
have countless advantages. For a starter, most 
active systems have a shorter signal path. The 
Grimm system takes the concept even further. It 
has onboard active filtering and the subwoofer 
employs a classic, but heavily revised technique: 
Motional Feedback. Grimm Audio puts this in the 
digital domain, resulting in ridiculously fast re-
sponding and clean low frequencies. More about 
that later on. Let’s have a look at what’s inside the 
box first.

Unboxing
Grimm Audio ships their LS1be in a fairly big and 
heavy cardboard box. The dismantled, heavily 
built footplates - these are mounted under the 
subwoofer- are firmly screwed in the box to pre-
vent them from sliding and damaging other parts 
during transport. Furthermore we find the four 
legs - that contain all the electronic components 
- and of course the main cabinet that delivers 
the mid and high frequencies. To finish things off, 
a remote, source selector and USB audio inter-
face are shipped with every LS1be. One can use 
analog, AES and USB sources for playback.

Test setup
We checked a variety of devices with the Grimm: 
a NAD M50 streamer, a Weiss DAC2 with stream-
ing module and a laptop which we not only used 
for running the Grimm setup software, but also to 
play music via USB. Installing the Grimm LS1be 
may seem difficult, but it’s actually not. The 
dealer will likely build the speakers for you and 
connect it to your other audio equipment. But to 
do the assemble and hook up yourself is easy too. 
Like in other active systems, the Grimm LS1be 
consists of a master and a slave. The remote con-
nects to the USB interface, which is connected 
to the “Control In” input of the master speaker. 
A long cable runs from the master’s Digital Thru/
Control Thru output to the slave’s Control In. Not 



a difficult task. The Grimm also features analog 
audio inputs on both speakers. After these inputs 
the signal is first converted to digital before it is 
played back by the speakers. This is because of 
the DSP’s that are used for crossovers, phase cor-
rection and of course the digital Motion Feedback 
system for the woofer.

Wow…
The Grimm’s are ready. And so are the M50 and 
Weiss. The laptop is within reach to make notes. 
We browse our playlist. It contains a little Steven 
Wilson, Adele, Bløf, Gorillaz and a hint of Metal-
lica, Rammstein and Rage Against The Machine. 
Play… Wow, what happens here?!

We almost immediately hear these speakers are 
completely correct…. Let’s start with the imag-
ing of instruments and voices. We hear them in 
their correct width, height as well as depth; even 
behind us. The sound effect in ‘Mooie Dag’ from 
Bløf. Gee: that’s plain bizarre. Imaging this big 
and precise is usually only heard with systems 
that cost around a hundred grand or more. And 
we mean the good systems in that class, because 
many of them also have flaws: phase issues, the 
wrong cables, uncooperative acoustics, impre-
cisely placed subwoofers and things like that. The 
Grimm doesn’t have these issues at all. Every-
thing is perfectly tuned. 

Then there is the total lack of distortion. We feel 
everything is completely free of any digital granu-
larity or clipping. Even at very high volumes. And 
yes, we turned up the volume! Loud recordings, 
such as Gorillaz, gave the speakers no sweat at 
all. The highs are unaffected and do not get an 
edge. Voices are solid as a rock and the lows, well 
that’s something extraordinary. Never before we 
heard lows this tight and detailed. And that’s with-
out room correction. This Digital Motional Feed-
back system is really special. 

We keep on playing music for the rest of the 
morning, without any notice of time. And that’s 
the way it should be. Play, play, play….. not listen-
ing to the system, but to the music.

Giant headphones
We shove the chair forwards, almost between the 
Grimm’s. Then, as we put the notebook on our lap 
to test the remote software, we notice something 

really funny: we have a headphone experience, 
but this time with a massive stereo image. One 
big bubble of music. Awesome!

We don’t want to dramatize, but with the Grimm 
system the music seems to be grabbing us more 
than usual. Especially this close to the speak-
ers. And with the volume wide open. We have to 
be honest, during some pieces of music we had 
to fight back some tears. This experience was 
so intens, we almost forgot where to store our 
screenshots of the software! Incredible what a 
sound system can do with human emotions. Isn’t 
that what it’s all about? Touching that one tender 
string? Isn’t hifi about perfectly reproducing mu-
sic? That its perfection takes your musical experi-
ence even deeper? Over and over again?

Software
The Grimm LS1be ships with a remote control. 
It is a little box with a big knob that has multiple 
functions. Turning the knob changes the volume, 
holding it for a while and then turn lets you switch 
between sources. Although this works pretty 
straightforward, a remote like this is not always 
practical in use. A long cable could bring it closer, 
but a wireless remote or control via computer 
software would be far more convenient.

Luckily, the remote can be controlled via IR. It is 
programmable to almost any IR device. We haven’t 
tested this ourselves, but we trust Grimm when 
they say it’s easy to set up and it will just work. In-
stead of the IR function, we were more interested 
in Grimm’s computer software. The software can 
do a lot more than just set the volume and select 



your source. It lets you for instance turn phase 
correction on or off, insert an equalizer, alter the 
cut off frequency for the subwoofer or change the 
brightness of the LED’s. You can even determine 
the angle at which the speakers are placed: 30 or 
45 degrees. And, of course, it offers installation of 
fi rmware updates. In short: nice features.

Various sources
As mentioned before, we used a couple of dif-
ferent sources to play music. The NAD M50 (our 
reference source), a Weiss DAC2 and a laptop. In 
general we can hear some differences between 
one streamer and another - and between a USB 
source and a dedicated streamer - but these dif-
ferences are fairly subtile. Not with the Grimm. 
We can clearly hear the difference between the 
Weiss DAC2 with ethernet module and the NAD 
M50. The mids and highs the Weiss produces are 
more beautiful and a bit more round and soft. The 
NAD is a bit more grainy in this area. At the other 
end the lows of the NAD have more ‘balls’ and 
punch in the kick drum. Two very distinct charac-
ters. The Grimm LS1be’s USB input is exception-
ally well engineered. The sound is not granular 
at all and the overall image is pretty uniform and 
very nicely staged. Despite this, we still found the 
streamers a bit better. The sound is a little warm-
er and more holistic.

Total package
We can discuss this at length, but €36.000 is a 
lot of money. But that’s not the question. Better 
ask: is the Grimm LS1be worth €36.000? We can 
wholeheartedly answer: “yes”. The Grimm LS1be 
is a stunningly good product. It is better than 
most - if not all - systems made of separate com-
ponents with a comparable price tag. It makes 
sense: with the Grimm, everything is perfectly 
matched: speakers, amplifi ers, DAC’s, cables. 
We understand that people have to get used to a 
system like this. All-in-one… Less tweaking… No 
cable hobby anymore…. And it’s Dutch. In short: it 
does not turn on the audiophile. But forget about 
that! Sit down and listen. And then, draw another 
conclusion.

Pros
• Outstanding sound on all points
• Easy setup
• Neat design

Cons
• Let’s see... not very tweakable? If that’s impor-
tant at all…

(Translation:)

Alpha Rating: 5 stars (“The Best!”)

Tested by: Jaap Veenstra
Build quality: 90%
Usability: 100%
Sound: 100%
Pricing: 100%


